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WINE TASTING OFFER OF THE OLD VINE HOUSE IN 2022 
 

 

 

Wine offer per glass: 

 

A glass of fresh wine………………………………………………………………………………………………………………3,00 EUR 

A glass of aged wine….……………………………………………………………………………………………..……………4,00 EUR 

A glass of higher priced wine…………………………………………………………………………………………………6,00 EUR 

A glass of premium wine.………….…………………………………………………………………………………………..7,90 EUR 

A glass of premium red wine….………………………………………………………………………………………………9,90 EUR 

A sample of dessert wine………………….……………………………………………………………………………………8,90 EUR 

 

 

Wine tasting offer: 

 

Wine tasting »BASIC 3« - 3 samples of wine…………………………….………………….……………6,90 EUR/person 

Wine tasting »SILVER 3« - 3 samples of wine.…………………………………..……….…………….8,90 EUR/ person 

Wine tasting »GOLD 3« - 3 samples of wine.……………………………….………………………….10,90 EUR/ person 

Wine tasting »GREEN 3« - 3 samples of eco wine.…………………….…………….……….………8,90 EUR/ person 

Wine tasting »PLATINUM 3« - 3 samples of wine …………………………………………………..14,90 EUR/ person 

Wine tasting »BASIC 5« - 5 samples of wine.…………………………………….……………..………8,90 EUR/ person 

Wine tasting »SILVER 5« - 5 samples of wine.…………………………….…………………………..10,90 EUR/ person 

Wine tasting »GOLD 5« - 5 samples of wine.…………………………….……………….……………16,90 EUR/ person 
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Offer of snacks as accompaniment to wine tasting: 

 

- bread, pumpkin seed oil and salt (2,50 EUR/person), 

- cheese plate Old Vine and bread (4,90 EUR/person), 

- canapés (4,30 EUR/person), 

- greaves bread for two persons (4,90 EUR) 

- cold cuts (8,90 EUR/person), 

- organic cold cuts (12,90 EUR/person) – minimum 15 persons 

 

Additional offer: 

Performance of the folklore group KUD Študent Maribor (30 minutes):  

- for groups up to 50 people: 270,00 EUR  

- for groups from 50 to 75 people: 320,00 EUR  

- for groups from 75 to 100 people: 370,00 EUR  

 

Please note:  

- All snacks (except greaves bread and bread, pumpkin seed oil and salt) must be ordered at 

least 10 days in advance and for at least 10 people. Organic cold cuts must be ordered at least 

10 days in advance and for at least 15 people. 

- The fee for cancelling the reservation less than 24 hours prior to your visit is 25% of the full 

price. 

- We reserve the right to make changes to the offer. 


